
Pack 2007 Pinewood Derby – February 25, 2017 
 

The Pack 2007 Pinewood Derby runs on Saturday, February 25, 2017, from 10AM to 3PM at a location TBD.  
This is an all-day event so plan to come watch all of the racing.  Hot dogs and other snacks will be available for 
purchase. 
 
PLEASE READ RULES BELOW BEFORE STARTING WORK ON YOUR CAR. 
 
Many volunteers will be needed to have a successful derby so please keep some time open on your calendar 
that day.  Some of the jobs include setup, cleanup, announcing, scoring, judging, checking cars in, etc. Look 
for the volunteer signup sheet.   WE NEED YOUR HELP! 
 

Group Race Time 
Check in Starts 10:00 
Tigers 10:30 to 11:15 
Wolves 11:15 to 12:00 
Bear 12:00 to 12:45 
Webelos (4th Grade) 12:45 to 1:30 
  
Championship 1:30 to 2:15 
Cleanup 2:15 to 3:00 

 
Check-in is the process of measuring and modifying cars to meet specifications.  Bring supplies to modify car 
to near 5 ounces on the official pack scale, which measures to .01 ounces.  Allow 20-30 minutes for modifying 
your car.  Once a car is checked-in, it is impounded and scout and parent will not be allowed to touch the car 
until the race is completed.    Cars may be checked in at any time before your scheduled race.  YOUR CAR 
MUST PASS INSPECTION AND COMPLETE CHECK IN BEFORE RACE TIME OR IT WILL NOT RACE.  
 
Pack 2007 rules:  
 Maximum of 7 inches length (All specifications are exact, so 7 1/8” is too long to qualify) 
 Maximum width 2 ¾” 
 Minimum distance between wheels 1 ¾”  
 Bottom clearance needs to be at least 3/8” 
 Total weight must be 5.00 ounces or less.  Any car over 5.00 oz. will not be permitted. 
 The car must run on all four wheels. No three wheel cars. (Note that a three wheel car includes a 

four wheel car with one wheel that does not consistently turn and bear the weight of the car. Such a car 
is not allowed). 

 You may adjust the wheelbase of the car (the distance between the front and rear wheels). 
 Only axel (nail), wheels and chassis parts from an official car kit can be used. 
 Wheels must be BSA wheels included in the kit and MAY NOT be modified in order to reduce the 

weight of the wheel.  See examples on page 2. 
 Tire tread may be lightly sanded to remove any bumps from the plastic mold and smooth the tread but 

the TIRE SIZE, SHAPE, AND WEIGHT SHOULD BE UNCHANGED.  
 Enlarging the bore of the wheel or otherwise adjusting the wheel bore is not permitted. 
 Axels must be BSA axels (nails).  Non-BSA axels are prohibited.  
 Axels may be filed and polished.  Cut or grooved axels are not permitted. 
 Only dry lubricant is permitted. 
 Oil on the axels or wheels is strictly prohibited.  Cars will not be allowed to race with oil or wet lubricant 

on wheels or axels. 
 BUSHINGS, WASHERS, ETC. MAY NOT BE USED between the wheel and body of the car 
 The entire car must stage behind the starting peg.  Cars that are designed to beat the starting pegs or 

start ahead of the other cars will be prohibited.  Cars utilizing a quick-start design of any kind or a 
cheater bar or a channel nose design are specifically prohibited 

 Car design cannot utilize weight that shifts while car is moving.  No moving weight. 
 No needle nose cars – nose should be at least ¼ inch wide or wide enough to sit on starting peg 

without slipping 



 Car cannot utilize any type of assistive power to propel car forward (battery operated lights/LEDs, 
noisemakers, etc. are approved and encouraged) 

 If a car loses a wheel during a race the Scout and parent will be given limited time to repair the damage 
not to exceed 5 minutes (Make sure your wheels are secure because the cars do get a jolt at the finish 
line) 

Judged Contests for each rank (Tiger, Wolf, etc.) include: 
 Most Artistic 
 Best Automotive Design 
 Most Cool 
 Most Colorful 
 Best Scout Spirit 
 Most Patriotic 
 Best example of Scout Participation (Three trophies to be awarded) 
 Best Character Car (Ex.  Disney characters, Sponge Bob, Transformer, etc) 
 Scout’s Choice (To be voted on by scouts in attendance) 
 

We will be giving out overall pack trophies for each of the judged categories as well! 
 
Examples of Prohibited Wheel Modifications 
 

 
The pictures above are examples of prohibited wheel modifications.  Only stock BSA wheels may be used.  
Wheels from other third-party sources, such as Michaels, Hobby Lobby, etc., will not be permitted.  If your 
wheels are not from an Official BSA Kit, your son’s car will not be permitted to race.  Official BSA Color Wheels 
are permitted – but cannot be modified. 
 
If you have any questions about the Pinewood Derby or rules, please contact: Brian behornung@gmail.com or 
BJ beejus@yahoo.com 
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